
Annual Print Competition Protocol 

This year our prints will be judged by a panel of three judges who will select the top three 

winners (1st, 2nd and 3rd places) from the submitted entries in each of two classes, Enthusiast 

and Advanced. The member’s class designation shall be left up to the individual on an honor 

basis.  For guidance on deciding which class is most appropriate, please refer to the 

Classification of Photographers and select the class in which you feel the most confident.  

In addition to the judges’ selections, members will be encouraged to vote for a People’s Choice 

award for the best in each class. Both sets of winners will be announced at the end of the 

meeting.  

Print Preparation 

Each member may submit two (2) prints of any subject with no time limit as to when they were 

taken. There is no theme, but prints depicting vulgarity, nudity, or violence may be rejected by 

the Coordinator. Award winning prints from previous competitions will not be allowed; 

however, non-winners are acceptable. Prints made of images that have been entered in Forums 

may be entered. The images must have been captured and post-processed by the member, but 

they may be printed by a commercial lab or by someone else. There should be no form of 

identification (Photographer’s name, title) on the print.  

Prints must be mounted on a suitable backboard material. Matting is optional and framing is 

not allowed. The overall sizes, including mount boards and matting, are as follows: 

 Minimum -  8 x 10 

 Maximum - 16 x 20 

Labeling 

Each print must have a label with the member’s name, title, class (Enthusiast or Advanced), 

date and space for the print number and a score. It should be placed on the back of the print 

mount in the upper left hand corner. Printed labels will be made available to members in 

advance as well as on print competition night when members check in.  

Note: The label location will guide the print handler in placing the image in a horizontal 

(Landscape) or in a vertical (Portrait) position as the maker intended. Generally, this is obvious, 

but some images and many abstracts can easily be misconstrued.  

Registering Images on Signup Sheets 



When submitting their prints, each member shall include the title of each print, the class 

(Enthusiast or Advanced), and their name on the official signup sheet. A numbered PostIt tag 

will be assigned to each print to enable members to select the People’s Choice award. The tags 

hall be displayed on the print and the assigned number shall be recorded on the member’s 

title/name label on the back of the print. That number will also be noted on the signup sheet to 

assure proper identification.  

Voting for People’s Choice Selection 

Prior to the judging, all entries will be spread out on tables so that members can browse and 

make their selections for the People’s Choice. The prints will be displayed in two separate 

sections, Enthusiast and Advanced.   

Each print will be numbered and the members will select the one that they like best in both 

classes by writing down the number of each print and submitting their vote in the ballot box. 

The ballots will be counted and the print with the highest number of votes in each class will be 

deemed the winner.   

 

 

Judging 

A panel of three non-member judges will score each print individually in a Light Box that has 

been constructed to PSA specifications such that all prints will be subjected to the same 

lighting. Each judge will display a score from 1 to 9 to the Score Keeper who will announce only 

the total score for that print and it will be recorded on both the Label and the Sign Up sheet.  

Awards 

After the judging is complete the winners for both Enthusiast and Advanced classes plus the 

People’s Choice will be announced and their winning images will again be displayed in the Light 

Box.  

 

Classification of Photographers 

Enthusiast 

An Enthusiast may have some or all of the attributes listed below: 



 Strong interest in photography  

 Background in film photography, but just entered the world of digital 
photography 

 Basic knowledge of camera operation with a keen interest in learning 
more  

 Uses point and shoot cameras set on Automatic 

 Basic understanding of post processing 

 Limited participation in Forums, Show & Tells, Critiques, Field Trips and 
Presentations, but little or no experience in photo competition 

Advanced 
 
An Advanced photographer would have moved further up the 
learning/experience/equipment curve and would have demonstrated skills in the some 
or all of the items listed below: 
 

 Participation in numerous Forums, Show & Tells and Speaker 
presentations  

 Uses a DSLR camera 

 Proficiency in using camera, various lenses, flash, etc 

 Understands depth of field, composition guidelines and other techniques 

 No longer depends on Automatic settings and has moved up to 
advanced settings such as Aperture Priority, Shutter Priority, Program 
and/or Manual modes 

 Competence with post processing software  

 Quality of images submitted in Forums, Show & Tells, Critiques and 
Exhibits 

 Experience in photo competition  
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